PSst!

DOCTOR DUCK
Down Underdown, Anatidia, Universe 13

Hey, Meester! Wanna buy some naughty peek-cheers of wordplaymates? Real clucky ducky?† No? How about this ABSOLUTELY FREE offer of hot new postscripts for the elite PS epistle writer:

PSst  a postscript on a hush-hush topic
PS  phosphorus sulphide (not known to be a type of postscript, too explosive, sorry)
.00PS  Oops, no postscript, a mistake, sorry again.
pS  a pH-like postscript with the potency of Sulphur (code for bullshit)
PS  a debt reminder; easily confused with...
PSalms  post script from your Church seeking a donation (Non-believers may tip me, Dr. Duck.)
PSeudo  Not a real PS, a fake, definitely not a eu-do.
PSn.  PS automatically ghost-written by my pseudonym (Cassell Dict. Abbrev.)—I deny blame!
PShall!  a postscript you’ll laughingly disapprove of because it disapproves of you
PSi  “Beware of Greeks bearing letters.” (iota and psi)
PSionic  “Beware of Geeks bearing psychic gifts.” (power over mesons and charged particles)
PSittacosis!  “Beware of parrots.”
PSorisis!  “Beware of skin.”
PSych  an unnecessary postscript since you already knew or figured out what it’s going to say
PSychedelic  Hey, man, a really groovy postscript.
PSychiatric  Hay, man, a really deep, probing postscript.
PSycho  a postscript added by a serial killer informing you I ‘died’ before finishing the letter
PSychokinetic  a PS added to save on postage
PSychologize  a PS busying your mind and minding your biz
PSylium  a PS minding my biz — Sorry, got to go now!
PPPS, PPPPS, PPPPPPS, PPPPPPPS, PPPPPPSS, PPPPPPSSS, PPPPPPPSSSS — the tragic demise of a hardcore postscript addict

Signed,
Doctor Duck, Proprietor, Dealy Deli

PS. When I said absolutely free, I meant uninhibited. Every time you use one of these PSes you must send $5 royalty to Dr. Duck. Unpaid use is contraindicated (a medical term to remind you that I am a real Doctor, interested only in your wellth).

† PPS. J’ever see a duck impersonate a chicken? No, not by calling the police! Just watch:
  duck duck cluck cluck